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A.

FIGURE

OVERALL PROJECTION

This is the sixteenth year of the Lower “8” Cycle of the world. Based on I-Jing, while the period
between 1984 and 2043 (totaling 60 years) is “Fire-Wind Urn”, the year 2020 is “Earth-Fire”.
I-Jing Analysis
I-Jing “Earth-Fire” contains 3 “Yin” on top and 2 “Yang” to enclose 1 “Yin”. There is more
Yin than Yang. Hence there would be little trust among countries. Since “Earth-Fire” means
sunset at the west, it hints western countries such as USA may hit a downfall in their economy.
Life Chart Analysis

This year is composed of “Metal rat” year, “Earth Tiger” month, “Fire Ox” day and “Earth
Rooster” hour. Its day and hour connect to form metal. As a result, the world would begin with
plenty of conflicts but eventually reconcile. Good elements this year are Wood, Fire and Earth;
while bad ones are Metal, Water. Hence favorable ones are Hi Tech, Real Estate, Education,
Entertainment, Textile and Wood. Less favorable ones are Travel, Logistics, Automobiles and
Metals. There would be new directions in the Hi Tech sector. 5G would become the standard.
Flying-Star Analysis
This is a warring year. There would be a lot of turmoil in the world, before things become under
control.
The "7-Red" star is the controlling force of this year. This is the 16th year of the 8-Cycle of the
world. This star represents warring and instability. Its element is metal. The world would be
going through further adjustments to new world order. Countries that seem to recede may
advance further in the long run.
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Generally speaking, countries in the South, East and North are in more trouble, such as India,
Australia, South America, Africa, Japan, Canada, Russia, etc. Countries in North East, North
West, South West, South East and West are doing better. Examples are China, Northern Europe,
USA, UK, South East Asia, Korea, etc.
The following would outline an analysis of orientations, businesses, politics, economies, climates
and health, totaling 6 important factors affecting all of us.

B.

LOCATIONS and ORIENTATIONS

Central (positive)
The controlling force is the central “Lake-Mountain Harmony” trigram. This is lucky
and smooth. It would win most negotiations. Wealth would improve. Typical
representing country is China. Hence it would win over USA on the tariff war. Yet it
would always be in a state of war-readiness, resistant to any foreign intrusion. Internal
corruptions are under good control. There would be fewer natural disasters.
Middle East countries continue to be in battles. Iran is likely to leave the nuclear treaty.
There are plenty of tornadoes in central USA.
East (very negative)
This is the “5-Yellow” Problem Center. It also represents authority. There are many
natural disasters in eastern regions, such as Eastern China, Japan and Washington DC.
South-East (positive)
This is the “6-White” Travel Center. It means moving and mobility. There would be
dangers and difficulties. Political turmoil may happen to countries in South East Asia.
There would be flooding in China’s South Eastern provinces, USA’s Florida. In Canada,
there would be many changes to economy and policies in Toronto, which may suffer
from water issues.
South (negative)
This is the “2-Black” Illness Star, together with the “Triple Conflict” Sign. Many
contagious illnesses would originate from southern countries. There would also be
political instabilities. Typical regions include South Asia, such as Indonesia, Vietnam,
Thailand, Malaysia, etc. Even Australia, South America and Africa may not be immune.
South-West (very positive)
This is the “4-Green" Learning Center. There would be many new discoveries and good
areas to explore and learn. These would include areas such as Spain, Portugal, French
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and South West China. These areas would not be as hot as the previous year but have big
winds.
West (positive)
This is the “9-Violet” Joy Star. Western countries, such as USA and UK, would try to
introduce many new policies. However, most would not go through. These places would
be very hot and hit with many fires.
North-West (very positive)
This is the "8-White" Money Center. Northern European countries would enjoy
economic stability. People there would feel more at peace. Nevertheless, there would be
many heat waves and fires.
North (negative)
This is the “3-Blue” Arguments Center. Political controversies and policy arguments
would be plentiful, especially in places such as Russia, Canada, etc. In Canada, there
would new rounds of problems with the natives. Both international and inter-party
arguments would persist. There would be some wind storms.
North-East (positive)
This is the "1-White” Romance Center. Most countries in North East regions would tend
to be milder and more peaceful, such as Korea. North Korea would be more open to the
rest of the world. North Eastern USA, such as New York and Boston would see the
financial market prosper. North Eastern Canada such as Quebec would see its real estate
advance further.

C.

ANALYSIS of BUSINESSES

Business involving “Wood, fire, earth” would do well, but not “Metal, water”. With the “7-Red”
warring star as the governing power this year, products to do with weaponry and defense would
gain momentum.
Let us examine various businesses as follows.
Real Estate
Real Estate continues to be polarized, based on locations. Favorable regions are in the
North West, North East, East, South East and South. Less favorable ones are in the
Central, West, North and South West.
China's real estate would do well in areas around the Pearl River, such as Shenzhen and
Guangzhou.
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In USA, regions such as the Silicon Valley, Seattle and Florida would well.
In Canada, there would be problems and controversy around housing issues. However,
within Greater Toronto Area, regions such as Vaughan, Markham, Scarborough, etc.
would improve. Richmond Hill and northern towns would be slower but stable.
Etobicoke is a bit volatile. Mississauga and other Towns in South West Ontario such as
Milton, Waterloo, would be slower. Vancouver and cities in the Prairies would still be
slow.
South East Asia, including Hong Kong, would continue to be very unstable.
Energy
Oil and gas prices would continue to rise. The push for electric cars would continue to
move forward, especially in China.
Electronics
Electronics would go through a very competitive year. There would be much
controversy. China’s Huawei would go through more technological breakthroughs.
Traditional companies such as IBM or its kind may start some layoffs. There would be
more new kinds of electronic products, especially those targeting home life.
Medical
There would be fewer problems compared with last year. Many new drugs would come
to the market. This is going to be a busy year, especially with marijuana in Canada.
Food
The market will be flooded with new food styles. BBQ and Hot Pot restaurants would
really take off. More Chinese food would appear worldwide. Competition would be
fierce.
Metals
Businesses to do with metals would be greatly affected by tariffs and protectionism.
Gold and precious metals would see big swings.
Automobiles
Cars sales may suffer some regression, especially in Canada. Lower quality would cause
a few rounds of recalls. There may be new problems with airplanes.
Travel
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The travel sector is a bit weaker than last year. There would be fierce competition.
Traveling to poor countries may experience more accidents and robberies. More travel
opportunities would appear in China and Europe.
Textile
The clothing business would see a bounce-back. There would be breakthroughs in styles
and material.
Banking and Financial
The stock market would continue its normal violent swings. Many life insurance
companies and credit unions may step into the banking sector. Bank stocks would
continue to appreciate. Gold, precious metals and bitcoins would see big price swings.
Favorable Business (Wood, Fire, Earth)
Fire-oriented Businesses
Education
Electronics
Show business
Energy
Wood-oriented Businesses
Clothing
Shoes
Forestry
Farming
Chinese medicine (herbal)
Earth-oriented Businesses
Real Estate
Development and Construction
Pharmaceutical
Food
Unfavorable Businesses (Metal, Water)
Metal-oriented Businesses
Cars
Airplanes
Building Material
Mining
Safety and security
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Water-oriented Businesses
Banking
Financial
Import/Export
Wine and liquor
Fishing
Travel
Logistics

D.

ANALYSIS of POLITICS

The governing sign is "7-Red”, plus the central trigram "Lake-Mountains Harmony". Yet the
year’s controlling trigram is “sunset”. This year is a big mixed basket. At one side, it is warring.
On the other side, it is harmony. Attitude of countries may just change overnight. Trusts among
countries become unstable.
Canada
Canada is into a year of “triple conflict” and “Thunder-Wind Persistence” trigram. There
would be controversy and arguments throughout the year. Both inter-government and
international issues would be substantial.
USA
USA is into a year of "9-Violet" and “Fire-Water Incomplete” trigram. There would be
plenty of drought and fire. Policies would frequently change. While appearing
glamorous, there are many problems internally. This is a fierce election year. However,
Trump may see luck in this year of “Metal Rat”.
China
China is in the “7-Red” cycle and “Lake-Mountain Harmony” trigram. Most things
would take a step back before they bounce forward further. It would stay firm as the
world leader, especially with its ever growing circle of world friends.
Hong Kong
Hong Kong is at the "6-White" Mobility Center. Its trigram is “Sky-Lake”. There may
be massive emigration, especially those who return from other countries. Political
turmoil would continue.
Taiwan
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Taiwan is at the "5-Yellow" state, but with the “Earth-Sky” trigram. The government
would encounter many setbacks, both politically and economically. The Blue Camp
would advance over the Green Camp.
Japan
Japan is also at the "5-Yellow" center. There would be a new round of natural disasters,
including volcanoes and earthquakes. Fortunately no much damage would happen.
Japan would improve its relations with China, at least on the surface.
South Korea
Korea is at the “1-White Relations” center. Its policies would be more down to earth. It
would do well internationally. Its entertainment sector such as movies would do very
well.
North Korea
North Korea is also at the “1-White Relations” center. It would be more open to the rest of the
world. Relations with South Korea would show more improvements.

Other Southern Countries
Countries such as India, Africa and Australia would suffer from the “2-Black Illness”
force. However, the “Earth-Thunder” trigram would breathe new life to them. With
China’s help, Africa would prosper. Australia would also do well politically and
economically.
Other Western Countries
Europe would enjoy the “9-Violet Joy” sign but suffer from the “Fire-Water Incomplete”
trigram. Both politics and economies would become unstable. Brexit in UK would
continue to be a mess.
Middle East
Most Middle East countries would continue to have problems. However, Saudi Arabia
may loosen its rule on women. Dubai would experience economic advancements.
Russia
Russia's politics would continue to be stable. It would continue its close friendship with
China, including co-operating on many new projects.

E.

ANALYSIS of WORLD ECONOMY
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The governing signs “7-Red" and "Lake-Mountains" trigram imply some recession in the world
economy.
CHINA remains as the second largest economy body besides USA. Its economy would drop a
bit before bouncing back. China’s European and African developments would produce great
results.
Southeast Asia is in a mobile cycle. Their economies would perform better than last year.
However, instabilities may still exist in countries such as Indonesia, Singapore, Vietnam,
Philippines, etc.
JAPAN is in the “5-Yellow” center. Natural issues such as volcanoes and earthquakes may harm
its economy further.
KOREA is at the "Romance" center. It would experience advancements in its economy.
Businesses such as entertainment, esthetics, hi tech and communications would do very well.
INDIA is at the "Illness" center. It would suffer from extreme heat, drought and over-crowding.
Together, its economy would take a beating.
USA is at the "Joy" center. Its overall economy would still be strong. However, it would also be
harmed by many natural disasters such as fires in its western states and tornadoes in the
Midwest.
CANADA is at the "Arguments" center. Its wrongful international policies would greatly harm
its economy. Fortunately, Canada is lucky country and will survive it.
RUSSIA's economy would improve because of its friendship and co-operation with China.
EUROPE may suffer from both heat and tariffs. Many countries would see their economies
shrink.
As a whole, the world’s economy would be going through a period of major adjustments. New
forms of economy would appear. Banks' interest rates would still stay low.
A Special Look at the Canadian Economy
Main directions would be a continuation of last year.
1. Fiscal deficits would continue to be a concern for all le vels of governments
2. Interest rates will stay low and prime rates will flu ctuate between 1-3%
3. Canadian $ would continue to be much lower than the US dollar
4. TSX would still see huge fluctuations
5. Centralization of power among corporations would intensify and cost cuttings by
consolidating and eliminations of departments and staff would continue
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6. Public sector remains the major inflation source, while the priv ate sector continues to deflate
7. Economic growth would be around 2%
8. Unemployment rate would stay around 6%
9. Economy may take a down turn of its international policies

F.

ANALYSIS of WORLD CLIMATES

This year's governing trigrams are "Earth-Fire" and "Lake-Mountains".
The world climate would continue to be extreme. There would be plenty of drought and
flooding – worldwide. Central regions would suffer more from water issues. They are
represented by Middle East and China’s Szechuan, Henan, etc. South East regions would also
suffer from water issues. Southern areas may experience a few earthquakes. South West areas
may suffer from big winds. Western regions such as California and British Columbia may see
more forest fires. Northern areas may experience wind and thunder problems. Midwest in USA
would continue to suffer from tornado attacks.

G.

ANALYSIS of WORLD HEALTH

The most common health issues this year would be related to the chest and lungs. Also quite
common are air-transmitted germs. Most serious ones are mental illnesses.
H.

PROJECTION FOR THE WORLD STOCK MARKETS














February Positive
March: Positive
April:
Negative
May:
Negative-Positive
June:
Positive
July:
Negative-Positive
August: Positive-Negative
September:Negative
October: Positive
November:Positive-Negative
December:Positive-Negative
January: Positive

Conclusion
The driving force of our planet Earth is continuous transformation of Yin (negative) and Yang
(positive) energies and cycles. By knowing the rules of nature, we can avoid many pitfalls and
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have better chances to succeed. Hence I shall share these predictions with my readers around the
world for reference and guidance.

I.

HOROSCOPE PERSPECTIVES

RAT 1996 1984 1972 1960 1948 1936
You are in the same year of the rat. Hence you must not gamble or speculate. Regulate income
should be fine. Move around more. Moving or travel is good.
WORK
You would do well in areas such as accounting, finance and human resource.
Logistics and travel are both good.
WEALTH
Regular income is stable. Gambling is to be avoided. You had to work hard to
get what you want.
RELATIONS You are good with your friends. You may tend to argue with the younger
generation. Your marriage is stable. However, if you are single, your relations may tend to be
volatile.
HEALTH

You are prone to small illnesses and accidents. Take your time.

Highlights of Rats of Individual Years
1996 You are half good and half bad this year. Be conservative. Your relations tend to be
volatile. Take it easy.
1984 Your hard work would result in more authority. Most help would be from the opposite
gender. You favor to be in management.
1972 You may confront some road blocks in your life. Just be patient and don’t get greedy.
1960 Pay more attention to your health. Exercise more and travel more.
1948 You check up your health thoroughly. You get along well with your children and grandchildren.
1936 Pay more attention to your heart and kidneys. Exercise more. Rest well.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

OX 1997 1985 1973 1961 1949 1937
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*

*

*

*

*

The ox people connect with the rat. People relations are good. You mind is clear. Your arts
talent would emerge.
WORK
You favor businesses to do with design, such as fashion design, interior design,
etc. Public relations are also good for you. You would have to work hard.
WEALTH
Your money is from hard work. You should refrain from speculations and
gambling. Regular income is stable.
RELATIONS Your love life is fruitful. If you are still single, consider marriage. If you are
married, you should be more loving to one another.
HEALTH
Overall, you are quite healthy. Just beware of accidents that may lead to bleeding.
Drive carefully and be careful when handling sharp objects.
Highlights of Ox of Individual Years
1997 Your work is stable. You may be accident prone. Take your time when working.
1985 Your people relations are good. If married, you should enjoy your marriage. If single,
consider getting married. Your work is smooth.
1973 This is a hard working year for you. Your income is proportional to your hard work.
You should not have much problem with your health.
1961 You enjoy quiet and peaceful life. You have no trouble entertaining yourself and your
friends.
1949 Pay attention to your eating habits. You may have problems with your digestive system.
1937 At such senior age, watch your heart and lungs. Be happy. Walk and exercise more.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

TIGER 1998 1986 1974 1962 1950 1938
The tiger is into a mobile year. You may move or travel frequently. Loneliness sentiments may
fall on you. Be cautious of the health of your elder family members.
WORK
You favor businesses to do with mobility. Typical ones are logistics,
transportation and travel. You also favor businesses to do with burial and funeral services.
International trading is also good for you.
WEALTH

Your finances tend to be stable, but not speculative. Don’t gamble.
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RELATIONS You have a sentiment of loneliness this year. You tend to travel on business by
yourself. Perhaps being flat in relations can also bring peace in life.
HEALTH

Your health is good. The more mobile, the healthier you seem to be.

Highlights of Tiger of Individual Years
1998 You must handle your work on your own. Don’t rely on other people. This is a good
year for you to pick up new knowledge.
1986 You are full of energy. Try to move ahead in your work. You would have lots of help
from the opposite gender.
1974 This is year of promotion for you. If you are employed, there are chances to be
promoted. There are also opportunities for job change. If you are self-employed, expand your
business.
1962 You get along well with people.
Partnership is good for you.

There would be plenty of help for your work.

1950 You would greatly enjoy your traveling. Try to visit the world.
1938 Beware of problems with the stomach, bowel and your heart. Be happy. Rest well.
Walk more.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

RABBIT 1999 1987 1975 1963 1951 1939
You have a legal sign this year. However, your romances are good. You get along well with
people.
WORK
You favor work to do with public relations. Sales and entertainment are both your
favorites. You would also do well in legal work, such as government official, lawyer, police, etc.
For other kind of work, be careful of legal conflicts.
WEALTH

Your income is flat. Don’t take chances. Don’t gamble or speculate.

RELATIONS You have a dominant marriage sign this year. It means a good year for the singles
to get married. Married ones should be more loving, but be careful of extra-marital affairs.
HEALTH
kidneys.

You are fairly healthy this year. Just pay more attention to your waist and

Highlights of Rabbit of Individual Years
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1999 Your relations seem to start great and end up in trouble. Just make more friends and
don’t expect to firm a long term relationship.
1987 You have strong people skills this year. Public relations would be good for you. Do
more work outside the office is preferred to working inside.
1975 Beware of people issues and conflicts, especially involvement from a third party.
Married ones should be careful about volatility in your relations.
1963 Be careful about legal issues. Be thorough in your work. Don’t violate the law. Don’t
gamble or speculate.
1951 At this age, pay more attention to your heart and lungs. Travel more so as to relax.
1939 You tend to become stubborn and like to argue. Take it easy. Exercise well, Rest well.
Enjoy your old age.
*

DRAGON

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

2000 1988 1976 1964 1952 1940

Dragon connects with the rat into golden connection. There would be plenty of luck and help.
You would have many new and creative ideas.
WORK
You favor creative work, such as writing, painting, architecture, acting, singing,
etc. Public relations and sales are both good for you.
WEALTH
You have a dominant money sign this year. There are many opportunities for
you. You favor to invest in both stock market and real estate.
RELATIONS This is a strong connecting year. If you are still single, you should get married. If
married, go for another honeymoon. Your people relations are great.
HEALTH

You would enjoy a very healthy year.

Highlights of Dragon of Individual Years
2000 You have a lot of help from your friends. You favor partnership work. This is also a
good year to tie up a relation.
1988 You would be helped by your seniors or superiors. There are chances for promotion.
You get along well with people.
1976 There is plenty of help from the opposite gender. There are also hidden enemies. Don’t
count your work on other people. Try to do things on your own.
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1964 Your hard work would help you generate wealth. Your authority would also improve.
Together with much outside help, you should expand what you do.
1952 You have lots of luck this year. Working with people would yield good results. You are
smooth and welcome in your community.
1940 You enjoy your company with younger people. You feel to become a kid again. The
older you are, the stronger you seem to be.
*

SNAKE

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

2001 1989 1977 1965 1953 1941

This is prosperous year for the snake. Both your people relationship and money signs are strong.
Both regular and speculative incomes exist. You enjoy to be alone most of the time.
WORK
You favor the financial market, including stock market investments. You would
do well in event management and wedding co-ordination. There are plenty of help.
WEALTH

This is the year for you to make some money, both regular and speculative.

RELATIONS Relation with both family members and friends is good. This is good year for the
single snake to get married. Married ones are more loving.
HEALTH

This year you are much healthier than last year. Do more sports and traveling.

Highlights of Snake of Individual Years
2001 You should do well in school. Your people relations are fine. Try to advance yourself
further.
1989 You have plenty of help from your superior or senior. Your work is smooth. Consider
marriage if you are still single.
1977 Your friends can help you a lot. Hence your work is good. Partnership is ok with you
this year. Regular income is stable.
1965 You get along well with other people. This is a favorable year to work with partnership.
This is also a loving year for the married couple.
1953 You get along well with the younger people. You are peaceful and like to learn. You are
also much healthier than last year.
1941 Your energy level has dropped quite a lot. Be careful of accidents. Rest well and do
more walking if possible.
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*

HORSE

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

2002 1990 1978 1966 1954 1942 1930

The horse is opposite to the rat. You tend to lose money. Hence you must not gamble.
However, your inter-people relations are good. Don’t let the wrong relations lead you to lose
money. You are also quite spiritual this year.
WORK
You favor businesses to do with people, such as entertainment and public
relations. Spiritual work is also good, such as religions, philosophy, etc. You should refrain
from business to do with stock market, speculation and gambling.
WEALTH
Money comes and goes. Only regular income can stay.
investments, trust your sixth sense and intuitive mind.

When you do

RELATIONS Your romance sign may be double-edged sword. You would good in people
relations. However, beware of extra-marital affairs that may cost you a great deal. Single
people’s relations may not be too stable.
HEALTH
Beware of accidents that may lead to bleeding. You are subject to many small
illnesses. Take your time and slow down.
Highlights of Horse of Individual Years
2002 Your people relations are good. You get along well with your classmates. Don’t lend
money to other people. You may not get it back.
1990 This is a romantic year for you. You favor the show business. Don’t forget your normal
love life.
1978 You may have trouble keeping money. Don’t take risk. Be conservative.
1966 Be careful about people relations going haywire. Watch your boss’ demand. Leave some
alternative outlet in your work. The self-employed ones should be careful about being cheated.
1954 You tend to spend a lot on your family. You may over-work. Watch your health.
1942 You seem to stay fairly healthy at this age. You are very close to your family. There
would be luck for you this year.
1930 Your health may take a downfall. Watch out your overall health situation. Exercise more
and rest well.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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*

*

*

*

*

SHEEP

2003 1991 1979 1967 1955 1943 1931

The sheep conflicts with the rat in people relationships. However, there is a romance sign with
the sheep. Hence beware of relations with your beloved one. Your authority may advance and
this is a good year to learn more new knowledge.
WORK
If you are in management, you should do marvelous. Your income would also
improve. You favor to be in businesses to do with people and entertainment. Beware of people
issues.
WEALTH
Your money sign is good. Workers may get promoted – position or salary. Selfemployed should expand their business.
RELATIONS Your relations tend to be volatile. Pay more attention to the feelings of the other
one. Learn to care and love.
HEALTH

This is a healthy year for you. However, don’t abuse your luck.

Highlights of Sheep of Individual Years
2003 You seem to be easily distracted. Focus more on your work and studies.
1991 Your people relations are strong, especially with the opposite gender. You favor to work
in the public relations sector and those to do with beauty.
1979 Don’t expect things to be straight forward. You must work hard before you can achieve
it. Take your time and be down to earth.
1967 Be careful of partnership. You tend to fight over directions and ways to do things.
Disagreements may cause the partnership to dissociate. Stay calm and sensible.
1955 Your family life is harmonious. You get much help from your friends. Enjoy your
frequent travels.
1943 Your health may slide downwards. Be careful of the functioning of your heart and
kidneys. Exercise more and rest well.
1931 Your heart and lungs may weaken. Pay attention to more exercise and have proper rests.
Don’t care too much about material wealth.
*

MONKEY

*

*

*

*

*

*

2004 1992 1980 1968 1956 1944 1932
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*

*

*

*

*

The monkey connects with the rat into Golden Connection. Most things would work out
smoothly. You would get good support from your boss and seniors. Your money sign is good.
However, be careful about accidents that may cause bleeding. Drive carefully.
WORK
You favor to work with cars. Sales and marketing are good for you. Also good
jobs for you include human resources, public relations, surgeons, butchers, etc. You have good
chances to be promoted.
WEALTH
Your income is stable. If your work requires you to travel or move around, you
would do even better.
RELATIONS This is a great year for your relations. If you are single, consider marriage. If you
are married, be more loving. If you don’t have children yet, this is a good year to give birth.
HEALTH
You are fairly healthy. Just beware of accidents and bleeding. Drive carefully
and be careful with sharp objects.
Highlights of Monkey of Individual Years
2004 You get along well with your teacher and seniors. You should do well in your studies.
1992 There is plenty of help in your work. You may get promoted. Expand your scope of
work.
1980 Your work is stable. Your married life is in harmony and easy to have children. Your
circle of friends is also very helpful.
1968 You are prone to accidents. Be patient, especially in driving. You tend to enjoy being
alone.
1956 You get along very well with the opposite gender. Your authority would improve. You
favor to be in management and perform well.
1944 You get healthier as you get older. You would enjoy traveling. Your family life should
be in harmony.
1932 Beware of your liver and kidneys. Do more Tai Chi or Yoga.
*

ROOSTER

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

1993 1981 1969 1957 1945 1933

The rooster conflicts with the rat in a breaking relationship. Be careful of arguments and
controversy. Nevertheless, you have plenty of help. External relations are good. There is also a
strong learning sign and a spiritual sign. You favor to work with speaking such as education and
event management.
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WORK
You favor to work with the education sector. You would do well in public
speaking. Also good for you is the beauty business, such as esthetics, plaster surgery,
entertainment, etc. Spiritual work is also good, such as religions and philosophy.
WEALTH
wealth.

Your reputation may outweigh your income. Your authority would bring in more

RELATIONS Your inter-people relations are good. However, you may be easily led into
arguments. If you are married, be careful about extra-marital affairs.
HEALTH

Your health is good in general. Just be careful about being hurt by sharp objects.

Highlights of Rooster of Individual Years
1993 You may have trouble to focus on your work and relations. Stay cool and be giving.
1981 You have a lot of help from the opposite gender. You favor to work with the beauty
business. If you are married, be careful of arguments and conflicts.
1969 Your work is stable. Your authority level may also advance.
1957 You have many friends. Help from your peers is plentiful. This seems to be a lucky year
for you.
1945 Your health seems to be up and down. However, you have lucky and help to life you.
1933 Your health may take a downturn. Beware of surgery. Pay attention to your lungs and
kidneys.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

DOG 1994 1982 1970 1958 1946 1934
Dogs may suffer from a loneliness sign and a blood sign. However, there is also a dominant
healing sign and a spiritual sign this year. Your sixth sense may guide to the proper directions.
WORK
You would do well in the medical sector, such as doctor and surgeon. Also good
for you is the spiritual sector, such as religions or philosophy. However, you may not favor
partnership business.
WEALTH
Your regular income is fine. You do not favor irregular business, which may
bring in into legal conflicts.
RELATIONS You tend to feel lonely. There is not much romance this year. Be patient and
avoid arguments.
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HEALTH
You are prone to accidents, which may lead to bleeding. Drive carefully and be
careful of sharp objects.
Highlights of Dog of Individual Years
1994 Be careful about inter-people relations. You may feel pressure from above. Be humble
and lay low.
1982 You would have plenty of help and get away from trouble. Outside work is better for you
than behind the desk. You are fine to pursue politics too.
1970 You would feel much pressure from work. Follow the rule. There are no short cuts.
This would grant you safety.
1958 You may have reached the top of your position. Be consented. Enjoy what you get.
1946 Beware of your heart. There could be surgery. You may receive much help from the
opposite gender. You would be in a power trip. However, you may feel lonely in your job.
1934 At this high age, your energy has fast receded. Be careful of your heart and stomach
issues.
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The pigs have plenty of lucky signs this year. Your reputation would be recognized. The travel
sign is also strong. Your wealth may come from far away. You have a romance sign. You are
great in handling people issues.
WORK
You favor moving around instead of sitting behind the desk. Hence good for you
would be businesses such as travel, logistics, international trading, etc. Also good for you is
management consulting.
WEALTH
Your wealth comes from hard work and people connections. You should make
more money than last year.
RELATIONS Your people relations are superb. If you are single, you should consider marriage.
If you are married, have more honeymoons.
HEALTH
You may be prone to small ailments. However, your luck would carry you
through. Rest well and do more exercise.
Highlights of Boar of Individual Years
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1995 Your relations with people are excellent. There are plenty of romances. Consider
marriage. There is a chance for job change.
1983 You get along very well with the seniors and your boss. Your work would be stable. If
you are married, you can consider having children.
1971 Most of your work takes extra effort. You enjoy traveling. At end, your authority would
advance.
1959 With friends’ help, you have plenty of opportunities for investments.
1947 Your people relations are superb. There are many people helping you. Travel more.
Your wealth may come from far away.
1935 Both your family and friends are good to you. You would feel lonely. The older you are,
the healthier you seem to be.
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